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Rod decides to return to Guiana, his native country, accompanied by Gonz, his childhood friend. In Cayenne, they begin an investigation into Rod’s past. A quest that will lead them right into the heart of the virgin forest, into the camps of the illegal gold prospectors...
Marc Barrat was born in 1967 in French Guyana. In 1987, he takes classes in Parisian ESRA (Ecole Supérieure de Réalisation Audiovisuelle). From 1990, he works as a director’s assistant for many TV adverts and long length features. Meanwhile he directs his first short film called "Le blues du Maskilili" shot in Guyana. It was selected in more than 20 French and foreign festivals and was nominated 5 times. Between 2001 and 2004 French Ministère de la Santé asks him to direct 14 short films to promote AIDS prevention in Guyana. In 2008, he directs his first feature film GARIMPEIRO (French title: “Orpailleur”) whose scenario won the CNC price for “Best First Scenario”.
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